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FROM THE EDITOR
LAST MONTH I STRUGGLED to find something write about. This
time I KNOW what I want to say - it’s finding the right words that’s
the problem. So straight in.
Lin Taylor, who has been co-editing the magazine for eleven years, has
decided to stand down for personal reasons. I cannot thank her
enough for her diligence, for her dependability, for converting hand
written notes into Word documents, for her overall support.
If it was allowed, next time I was walking round the village with one
of our dogs, I would drop by her house and give her a hug. Thank you
Lin!!!!
And thanks also to your husband, Phil, for the lovely photo on the
front of this issue.
Talking about walking round the village, can I echo some of what
Hazell’s written in her Jottings.
The last two or three weeks it’s been a bit like watching a time lapse
film. The first time I went, there were just a few flowers showing their
heads above the ground. Next day they had grown a wee bit, there
were one or two more, they got a bit taller next time and were joined
by others and so on.
Now, there are snowdrops, daffodils, crocuses and lots of others which
I recognise but can’t name. Spring is definitely springing!
And, being the optimists Sara and I are, we’ve booked our annual visit
to the Isles of Scilly, now we have something fantabulous so look
forward to.
Here’s to a normal(ish!) Summer!
Peter
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CONTACTS
Rector, Mells Group of Churches, Rev Clive A. Fairclough
The Rectory, Gay Street, Mells, BA11 3PT 01373 673431
cliveatmellsgroup@gmail.com, twitter @clivetherev

Benefice administrator Tracy Hughes tracyhughes523@yahoo.com
Church laymen and women
Church wardens

Parish council
chairs and clerks

Buckland Dinham
Vacancy

John Reckless

Chantry

See Whatley

Gill Pettitt

Mrs D Blacker 836668
David Rawlins 836252

Great Elm Judy Duffus

81321

461841
01749
938104

Edmund Thompson
Joy Book

812283
300184

Mells with Vobster
Jenny Waller 813852

John Earl
Joy Book

812450
300184

Whatley

Mrs J Butcher
Joy Book

837259
300184

Mrs K Gay

836175

Roman Catholic Services
Mells: Sundays at 11.30am

Frome: Sundays at 9.30am and 5.30pm

County Councillor Philip Ham 01373 812152
District Councillors Buckland Dinham, Great Elm and Mells
(Ammerdown Ward) Alison Barkshire, 07432 003382,
Cllr.Barkshire@mendip.gov.uk
Chantry and Whatley (Cranmore, Doulting and Nunney Ward)
Francis Hayden, 07970 839532, Cllr.Hayden@mendip.gov.uk
Police: emergencies: 999, non-emergency:101, local contact
information visit www.avonandsomerset.police.co.uk
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FROM THE RECTORY
AS MARCH CONTAINS MOTHERING SUNDAY on the 14th, three
weeks before Easter, I am including an appropriate but anonymous
poem, a conversation between “Two Mothers”.
Long time ago, so I have been told, two angels once met on streets
paved with gold. “By the stars in your crown,” said the one to the
other, “I see that on earth, you too were a mother, and, by the bluetinted halo you wear, you too have known sorrow and deepest
despair…”
“Ah yes, “she replied, “I once had a son, a sweet little lad, full of
laughter and fun. But tell of your child.”
“Oh, I knew he was blessed from the moment I first held him, close to
my breast. My heart almost burst with the joy of that day.”
“Ah yes, said the other, “I felt the same way.”

Sunlight Window
Cleaning
Commercial & domestic,
Insides and outsides,
conservatories & roofs,
gutters, soffits and solar
panels cleaned.
07739 189180

D HURLE PLASTERING
SERVICE
Competitive rates
Reliable and trustworthy
No job too small

Tel 07849 717702
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The former continued: “The first steps he took - so eager and
breathless; the sweet startled look which came over his face, he
trusted me so.”
“Ah yes said the other, “How well do I know. But soon he had grown
to a tall handsome boy, so stalwart and kind. It gave me such joy to
have him just walk down the street by my side.”
“Ah yes,” said the other mother, “I felt the same pride.”
“How often I shielded and spared him from pain, and when he for
others was so cruelly slain, when they crucified him—and they spat
in his face, how gladly would I have hung there in his place.”
A moment of silence. “Oh then you are she - the mother of Christ”
and she fell on one knee. But the Blessed one raised her up, drawing
her near, and kissed from the cheek of the woman, a tear.
“Tell me the name of the son you love so, that I may share with your
grief and your woe.” She lifted her eyes, looking straight at the other,
“He was Judas Iscariot: I am his mother.”
----------------------------------This poem acknowledges both the universal joys and pains of
motherhood. When we hear about those who have upset or harmed

The Gentleman Painter & Co
Top quality work guaranteed, but minus the radio blasting
out Radio 1, swearing, cigarette smoke, constant
tea drinking and associated annoyances.
I have over fifteen years’ experience of careful but efficient
painting and light building work behind me.
Painting – Carpentry – Tiling – Plastering – Fencing –
Guttering – Etc
Project Management and Coordination excellent local references
marc@marcpeel.com
www.thegentlemanpainter.com
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others for whatever reason, perhaps we should pray for the perpetrator’s
parents as well as for their victims. We should also remember that since
Mother’s Day a year ago, many may be grieving the loss of a mother or
child due to the Coronavirus pandemic.
God says in Isaiah Chapter 49 verses 15 and 16 …. “Can a mother forget
the baby at her breast and have no compassion on the child she has
borne? Though she may forget, I will not forget you! See, I have
engraved you on the palms of my hands.”
So, thinking of our friends and families and hoping we can meet up once
more with them for much needed hugs, Happy Mother’s Day and a very
Happy Easter!
Anthea Kemp

JOTTINGS FROM A COUNTRY
CHURCHYARD
“I’VE HAD IT! I’VE HAD IT!”, I exclaimed happily. As there was no-one
to hear but the dogs I didn’t expect a riotous response. Frisky opened
one eye and Ebbie flicked the white tip of her black plums. Were they
about to get some of whatever I had? When there was no sign on a food
bowl rattling or the tin of treat biscuits being opened interest waned. The
eye closed, the tail stilled. End of applause.
What had so delighted me was the fact that at last I had had my ‘Covid’
jab. I had begun to think I had been overlooked but, at last, I’ve joined
the club. But if anyone read last month’s ‘Jottings’ they will have seen the
‘stop press’ footnote which Peter so thoughtfully added, unknown to me.
Won’t it be wonderful when we have all had our jabs and are able to

www.fromedecorator.com
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socialise, albeit cautiously, again? Shall we ever take our freedom so
lightly again? Maybe our values and perspectives have changed a
little? Who knows till we are tested by the return of a qualified
normality.
Off with the philosophising! Isn’t the February magazine cover photo
of our Chantry village tree inspiring! What a wonderful idea to
replace the sad old stump of the long-fallen horse chestnut with a
beautiful English oak! And it all happened so quickly from
inspiration to achievement. So much enthusiasm, good will and a lot
of plain hard physical effort, removing the old stump, preparing the
site and obtaining and planting the new tree. Hats off to the whole
enterprise. It must have taken a lot of planning and encouraging.
The old horse chestnut was never very healthy looking. I believe it
was planted to celebrate the Coronation in 1953 (possibly replacing an
earlier tree?) and by the time we came to Chantry in the early 1970s it
was already encrusted with cankerous growth. It never achieved the
lovely spread skirt of the pink conker tree in the field by the
churchyard, being tall and gangly with a lot of downward hanging
growth. When it fell in the winter gales 10 or 12 years ago one could
see that the trunk was invaded by seams of rot. Luckily the only
casualties were the grit bin (still battered looking but about to be
replaced?) and the Chantry arm of old iron signpost which
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mysteriously disappeared the day before the council van arrived to
collect the post and re-fix it. (Who has it as trophy, I wonder?).
In spite of the dark, damp weather since Christmas the days are visibly
lengthening. We have had some spectacular sunsets in the past few
weeks to. Did anyone see the one which almost had echoes of the
aurora borealis with pink streaks seeming to shoot skywards.
And what a year it is for snowdrops. They grow like weeds in my
garden and orchard, as in most local gardens, popping up in great
clusters in paths, beds and shrubberies. Lots of double ones too, with
their many layered frilly petticoats. Where do they come from? They
must have been introduced originally.
The inner churchyard wall is ringed with a wide ribbon of snow drops,
thicker than I ever remember, and clusters patch many of the untended
old graves, spilling over into the spaces between – anywhere last year’s
lawn mower had been unable to reach.
But the great swathe in the open are that in previous years had a lace
curtain of blossoms flung across it is now bare. Not even any leaves
that I can see. This is a sad loss and I really do think it is the result of
the flowers being mowed before they had been left to die back into the
bulbs to nourish them. A good friend in the village who loves his
snowdrops says he always mows his early but possibly uses a higher
cut? Just to take off the seed heads which would benefit the bulbs? I
can only say what I believe no longer having the right to instruct the
mowing having retired last year from being church warden.

www.beautyandbrides-valhurle.co.uk
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As I write this, heavy snow is threatened but next week, St Valentine’s
Day, is the traditional birds’ wedding day so signs of spring will soon be
in the air and the trees as well as on the ground.
Let us look forward with hope and optimism to spring in all its heart
lifting loveliness and thank God for his everlasting grace in perpetually
renewing the cycle of growth.
Hazell.
Keep safe. We will all meet soon. See you in April.

ROUND AND ABOUT
SOMERSET SIGHT is
a local charity
which has been
supporting sight
impaired people
across Somerset for over a hundred years and in 2019 won the Queens
Award for Voluntary Service.
One of our services is the Volunteer Visiting Service whereby volunteers
are matched locally with a sight impaired person for regular visits for
company and support, and also helps alleviate their loneliness and
isolation.
Volunteers help with a variety of tasks such as reading, correspondence,
or making appointments, going out for a drive or just a cup of tea and a
chat. Many volunteers get great satisfaction and enjoyment from their
voluntary work, many friendships are formed and the people they support very much look forward to their visits. At the current time as face to
face visits are not permissible, the service continues with regular phone
calls until such time as a visit is allowed again. For anyone who is sight
impaired and would like to know more about our services or if anyone
would like to volunteer for the Visiting Service, please contact us on
01823 333818 for further information.
SLOW SOMERSET: NORM LONGLEY
IT’S NO EXAGGERATION to say that after twenty years of writing and
updating a multitude of different guidebooks, researching and writing
8
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Slow Somerset – a process that took around two years – was the one
that gave me most pleasure. This extraordinarily diverse county
(England’s seventh largest incidentally) frequently confounded
expectations, from the discovery of a hospital cemetery in Wells to
exploring the wreck of a Norwegian barque on Berrow Beach. Throw
in some heritage railways, bracing coastal and moorland walks, and
sensational views from the lofty(ish) heights of Black Down, Cadbury
Castle and Dunkery Beacon, to name but a few, and it was an absolute
blast.
But one of the greatest joys was having the opportunity to explore
what was literally on my doorstep, not only because I got to write
about the people and places you rarely hear about in other guidebooks,
but I never truly appreciated what was just down the road – though
isn’t that often the case? One of these was Mells, just a few miles from
my home in Chilcompton. I’d never
spent any appreciable time in
Mells, and originally thought that a
day’s research would suffice, but I
couldn’t have been more wrong. I
ended up visiting several times as
the discoveries came thick and fast:
the prolific contributions of Edwin
Lutyens; St Andrews church and its
many works of art, as well as the
cemetery itself, stuffed full of
illustrious dead folk like Robert
Knox and Siegfried Sassoon; some
fantastic industrial heritage
courtesy of the long defunct
Fussells ironworks down on Mells
River; and a Jurassic seabed
(Tetbury Quarry Camp near Great Elm) where it’s possible to hunt for
marine fossils. Then there’s the delightful Walled Garden Café, the
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gem of a café in the village shop, and one of the county’s most
enduring hostelries in The Talbot.
Back to the county more widely, and further highlights included seeing
Common Cranes on the Somerset Levels, which were recently
reintroduced here 400 years after becoming extinct, being stalked by
cows as we ambled around the standing stones at Stanton Drew (who
needs Stonehenge?), and a midwinter stroll along Clevedon Pier,
Britain’s only intact Grade 1 listed pier. Naturally there was plenty of
cheese and cider to boot during the course of research: don’t miss
Somerset Cider Brandy in Burrow Hill – uniquely the country’s only
apple distillery – and if you’ve never been to Roger Wilkins’ Cider
Barn, make haste before he retires! Given the current restrictions we all
face, there is no better time to indulge in this wonderful county of ours,
even if you do have to stay fairly local – and if Slow is your thing, then
Somerset will be too.

11
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You can get Slow Somerset from bradtguides.com, or from me,
which I will sign and hand-deliver! dclongley@hotmail.com;
Twitter: normlongley; Tel: 07814 032532
AND WHILE WE’RE ON THE SUBJECT OF SOMERSET
WALKS…
Fed up with doing the same walks? Then Walking in Somerset,
walkinginengland.co.uk/somerset, is the website for you!
With hundreds of walks to download and print, free, it also has
books of walks, contact details for all the walking groups in the
county and much more. Whether you want to walk on your own or
with a group all the information is there in one place.
According to John Harris: “There is so much walking information
on the web but it is difficult to find. Walking in Somerset (part of
the Walking in England suite of websites (walkinginengland.co.uk –
one for each county in England) has brought it together in one place
so whether you are walking from home, or away on holiday, you
will be able to find a walk suitable for you’.
With walks from half a mile to twelve miles plus long, and a note of
suitability for pushchairs and wheelchairs, everyone can find a walk
to enjoy.
So home or away, check out the websites and get walking! John
Harris, walkinginengland.co.uk, john@walkinginengland.co.uk
ULTRAFAST BROADBAND IN BUCKLAND DINHAM, GREAT
ELM AND MELLS
The rollout of the new fibre-to-the-premises broadband service from
Voneus will be taking place over the next couple of months starting
in Buckland Dinham, followed by Great Elm and then Mells.
This will mean lightning speed fibre running into your home, with
no bottlenecks! No wind, rain or snow disruption and no problems
with trees or line of sight! The service can offer up to a Gigabit of
speed, allowing you with ease, to:
• Stream Ultra HD and 4K TV in multiple rooms at the same time
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• Say goodbye to the dreaded buffer symbol; even in evenings when
everyone is online
• Live easy and save money with exciting new smart home technologies
• Work from home with seamless file sharing and reliable cloud access
• Stay close to family and friends with buffer-free and crystal-clear
video calling.
FIBRE Packages
There are several packages available to choose from depending on the
required usage and there will be no cost for a standard installation, no
charge for the router and no price rises throughout your new contract.
FIBRE 100Mbps
*24 months
100Mbps download/20Mbps upload £34.99 inc vat
100Mbps symmetrical £44.99 inc vat
FIBRE 250Mbps
*24 months
250Mbps download/30Mbps upload £38.99 inc vat
250Mbps symmetrical £48.99 inc vat
FIBRE 500Mbps
*24 months
500Mbps download/50Mbps upload £42.99 inc vat
500Mbps symmetrical £52.99 inc vat
FIBRE 900Mbps
*24 months
900Mbps download/100Mbps upload £46.99 inc vat
900Mbps symmetrical £56.99 inc vat
*12-month equivalents are available.
The customer relations team at Voneus will be contacting existing
customers to take them through the process of moving across to the new
FIBRE service and can answer any questions they may have.
Non-Voneus customers who wish to take up the service can do so by
calling FREEPHONE 0800 007 3399 during office hours or by email:
broadband@voneus.com.
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BUCKLAND DINHAM
CHURCH NEWS
Once more we have no news regarding the opening of St. Michael’s for
services. However, things do seem more positive with the vaccinations
taking place at an amazing rate and with the coming of spring we can
only hope things really will start to get better. The bitterly cold weather
of February has not helped, but the sight of the snowdrops in my garden has made me feel much more positive, so I hope all our readers
feel the same. Every day makes me very grateful that I live in this lovely village, with so many helping each other get through this pandemic,
a telephone chat can make a great difference, not only to those of us
living on our own, so please do keep in touch with each other. Stay
safe and keep smiling.
20mph SPEED LIMIT FOR BUCKLAND – AT LAST!
Somerset County Council has just issued a public notice about the
introduction of a 20mph speed throughout most of Buckland Dinham
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£8.00 per hour FREEWiFi
BOOKINGS DAVID/SUSIE HICKS
07920 657916
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with changes to the 40mph limit as well. The notice is, shall we say,
rather stiff and formal (as these things tend to be!) but basically the
20mph limit will roughly apply to all roads in the village from just
beyond the cross roads by the Bell to the bridge at the bottom of the
hill. A copy of the draft order, maps showing the lengths of road
affected and reasons for proposing to make the order can be checked
out online at www.somerset.gov.uk/TRO. Fingers crossed there are
no objections and that it can all go through the
red tape and other bureaucratic necessities
very soon!
RINGING THE CHANGES AT THE BELL
Sadly we’ve had to say goodbye to Karen and
Nick who have been running the Bell for the
past eight years. The last year has been really
tough for all publicans and, as they explained
to your editor, they have not been exceptions.
We’ll miss them, especially their wonderful
sausage and mash and liver and bacon
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dinners, and we all wish them every happiness in their new home in
Hornblotton.
However, while many pubs won’t be opening again even once the
current restrictions are eased/over the Bell will be opening with a new
team in charge. We look forward to meeting Harry and Michelle (not
be confused with Harry and Meghan!) and their family and to buying a
pint or three at the bar (or maybe that will be from the bar!).

CHANTRY
Not much to report this month as nothing has happened in Chantry,
(or anywhere else).
We are hoping to have a service on Easter Sunday, April 4th and will
hopefully decorate on Saturday 3rd. We will be grateful for any
flowers and greenery and any help with cleaning and preparing.
Welcome to any new residents and hope we can all meet soon. Dolly

GREAT ELM
WhatsApp Mutual Aid group
For those new to the village, you may be interested to know that we
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have a community WhatsApp group accessible via smartphone.
Started last year during the Covid 19 lockdown, it has proved
invaluable for all manner of reasons. Only during the last week
members have shared ideas about the forthcoming broadband
installation, lost chicken located, tradesmen recommended, spare
furniture offered, lost jewellery reported and surplus eggs left on
doorsteps. Anyone wanting to join the group (currently 56
participants) just email Muir on muirmackean@gmail.com

MELLS WITH VOBSTER
EGG ROLLING CANCELLED
Egg Rolling on Easter Sunday at Mells has been cancelled again this
year due to Covid as the number of adults and children all close
together would not be advisable.
MELLS PARISH COUNCIL (mellsparishcouncil.org.uk)
Notes of meeting held via Zoom on February 9th

SEASONED
HARDWOOD LOGS
Best quality air dried Logs
Various sized loads to suit
Free delivery in local area
Nets also available with free
delivery locally (for five or more
nets)
All timber harvested and processed by
us from sustainably managed
woodlands

For orders or details contact us on
Tel 01761 439419
Mob 0790 243572
Email somervalley.ts@gmail.com
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DISTRICT COUNCILLOR’S REPORT:
Loss of income: MDC is predicting a shortfall of between £1.2 and £2.6
million which they hope to cover by making savings and using reserves. MDC is currently maintaining all their services. Central government would like to see an increase in council tax.
Elections are still planned for May.
MATTERS ARISING
Superfast Broadband: Openreach is no longer being considered.
Voneus has started installing its system throughout the village and
hopes to be completed by mid-April. Outlying farms will not be included in the installation. Subscribers will not be able to sign up to other
providers initially unlike the service proposed by Openreach.
Condition of grass triangle – Bottom Lane: Plans will be drawn up to
submit to Highways prior to a site visit when they are permitted. Cllr
Earl suggested making half of it a parking area with cobbles to match
the wall with a kerb to stop cars parking on the remaining grassed area.

Kapow Pest Control
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Improvements to Vobster Cross bus shelter: Clerk to check whether
the area in front of the bus shelter is owned by Highways and if they
would be prepared to carry out any works to improve it.
Footpath narrowing by Lavender Cottage: The defined footpath is
very narrow and the barbed wire fencing makes it unpleasant for
walkers. There appears to be two footpaths in the vicinity and there
was uncertainty whether the narrow path follows the authorised footpath route or not. Cllr Barkshire to follow up.
Flooding by Vobster Quays: Highways is trying to establish who
owns the field which is causing the run off onto the road.
Skateboard/cycle park: The lockdown restrictions have highlighted
that there is very little for youngsters in the area to do and a resident
enquired whether any land would be available for a skate or cycle
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Property and Building Maintenance

M.A.Stock
07081 355384 01373 672090
malcstock@yahoo.co.uk
Painting Interior and Exterior
Paths, Patios, Fencing, Brick and Stone
work including Building and Repairing
Walls, Roofing and Roof Repairs, Hard
Standings, Chimney Works including fitting
Cowls and Re-pointing and many other little
jobs you need doing
Free quotations
£5million cover of Public Liability Insurance

To book this space to
promote your business,
contact Peter Corbett
mellsmag@hotmail.com
01373 466536
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park. Cllr Leakey will ask for an outline of what they propose before it
is looked into further.
PLANNING - New Applications:
2021/0111/HSE: Construction of new rear extension following the demolition of single storey rear extension and summerhouse – Glebe Cottage, Longfield – no objections
2021/0089/TA: Lilac – fell, Cypress hedge – fell section to achieve minimum 6m clearance to Ashcroft (6 stems), Birch – fell, Sorbus – fell –
The Old Forge, Little Green – for Tree Officer
Planning decisions:
SCC/3748/2020: Application under S106A of the Town & Planning Act
1990 for the modification of the Torr Works Section 106 Agreement to
enable the recommencement of carboniferous limestone extraction at
Bartletts Quarry, Nunney - REFUSED
SCC/3742/2020: Removal of Condition 2 of Schedule B of planning permission 2016/0025/CNT to enable extraction of carboniferous limestone
to recommence within Bartletts Quarry prior to the permanent cessation of extraction at Torr Works Quarry – REFUSED
The cumulative effect of the impact of Bartletts re-opening and Torr
continue to work at the same time was considered to be too great on
the local
communities.
DATE OF NEXT MEETING: Tuesday March 9th 2021 at 7.15pm
which will be held remotely via Zoom at 7.30pm. Details of how to join
the meeting will be available on the next agenda.
Joy Book, Clerk (email: parishcouncils.frome@gmail.com, Tel: 07704
58495

WHATLEY
ST GEORGE'S
Cleaning and flower rota
March: 6th* - S Pollock ; 13th* - J Urhmacher; 20th* - J Butcher; 27th* M Scott * No flowers required
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NB If the church is allowed to re-open in March, Mary Scott will contact
the volunteers above to let them know, thank you.
Village News
The next meeting of Whatley Parish Council will be on Wednesday
March 24th at 7.30pm via Zoom - if you'd like an invitation to attend
please contact Joy Book, parishcouncils.frome@gmail.com
DAVID RAWLINS CONTINUES HIS HISTORY OF
CHANTRY – INCLUDING OTHER VILLAGES ON THE WAY
IN THE 13TH CENTURY, only occasional references were made to Elm. I
have listed as many as I could find – but the story is very disjointed.
In 1297, Robert Scarlet was Parson of the church at Elme (recorded in the
Chancery Rolls).
The Giffards held Elm for more than a century. By 1096 Elias Giffard had
succeeded his father Osbern. Elias was a family Christian name and held
by four generations who controlled the manor of Brimpsfield.
After 1210, the current Elias took up arms against the King John, Elias
was taken prisoner and the King seized Brimpsfield Castle and in 1216
sent writs to the sheriffs of the counties where the Giffards held land and
gave them to Bartholomew Peche. Elm must have been given to
Bartholomew.
King John died in October 1216 and Elias gave allegiance to King Henry
III and all the lands King John had seized were returned to the Giffards.
In 1221 the Abbot of Gloucester complained that Elias had erected a
gallows at Brimpsfield and was hanging the Abbot’s men. The gallows at
Brimpsfield were frequently used. No doubt they were too far away from
Elm, so the inhabitants there were unlikely to be hanged.
John Giffard was 16 when he succeeded his father Elias IV. During his
minority, the Queen had guardianship of his lands. John Giffard was
fighting on the Welsh marches, with various alliances. He fought against
the English a lot. In 1271 he captured a widow, Maud Lungespee and
kept her in Brimpsfield Castle until she consented to marry him. She had
inherited a lot of land. He was married a second time (his wife having
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died) to Margaret Neville (again a widow); she had considerable
possessions. He died in 1299.
John Giffard the second was probably born in 1287. In 1308, still
underage, King Edward II took his homage and he had livery of his
lands were under his control. In 1321 he joined disaffected barons in
the west, fought against the King and was arrested in 1321. His castle
at Brimpsfield was demolished and he was eventually arrested as a
traitor and hung, drawn and quartered, aged 34 years. The line of
Giffards died out, and his heirs were two of his half sisters.
William Portebref succeeded Herbert Giffard (Osbern Giffard had held
it at one time). The manor of Elm in this time was held for the Giffards,
probably but some relations.
In 1316 it was held by William Portbref – he acted as a witness in 1325.

AND FINALLY….
THE PROBATE PROCESS EXPLAINED
FINDING YOURSELF as the executor of a loved one’s estate can be a
daunting prospect at what is already a stressful and emotional time.
Where do I start? What is expected of me? Do I need a solicitor?
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Jane Healey, a Partner in the Wills, Trusts & Probate Department of
the Frome office of Forrester Sylvester Mackett Solicitors briefly
explains the probate process, and how FSM Solicitors can help.
What is probate?
People often use the term “Probate” (or “Estate Administration” or
“Grant of Representation”) to describe the process of administering
the estate of a person who has died.
This includes identifying the value of their assets and liabilities as at
their date of death, gathering in all of the assets, selling property,
discharging the liabilities, debts and taxes; then finally distributing
the balance of the estate between the beneficiaries.
A Grant of Probate is an order issued by the court, and it confirms the
authority given in the will to the executors, so they can distribute
deceased person’s estate in accordance with their wishes.
A Grant of Probate may not be required if the estate is small, or if the
property or assets are held in joint names and will be passed to the
joint owner via the right of survivorship.
What is the executor’s role?
The role of an executor is to adhere to the terms of the will, including
obtaining a Grant of Probate if necessary, and distribute the assets to
beneficiaries and ensure all liabilities and taxes are paid.
The executor named in the will may be a friend or relative of the
deceased. A solicitor can also be instructed to act as an executor.
What should I do first?
Following a death, there is no immediate urgency to apply for a Grant
of Probate. The first steps required are to register the death, ensure
that the house and contents are secure, and that the home insurance
providers are aware that the person has died, and they will continue
to provide cover. They should still continue to provide insurance for
the property, but you must check whether they will continue to
insure the deceased’s personal possessions if they are of significant
value. You must also locate the will and make the funeral
arrangements.
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Who will pay for the funeral or Inheritance Tax?
If the deceased had a bank account which holds sufficient funds, then
the bank will usually release monies before the Grant of Probate is
issued for the payment of the funeral bill and any Inheritance Tax.
There are procedures for requesting the bank to release monies to pay
Inheritance Tax. We can advise you on this.
What happens if there is no will?
If there is no will, then the estate will be distributed amongst the
deceased’s relatives according to the Intestacy Rules. As the deceased
person will not have appointed an executor, the estate must be dealt
with by an administrator – most often it is a relative entitled under the
Intestacy Rules.
A friend or relative expecting to inherit may not be entitled under the
Intestacy Rules. If anyone is likely to challenge the distribution of the
deceased’s estate, then it is sensible to involve a solicitor at the outset.
How long will it all take and what costs are involved?
The timescale of winding up an estate can vary hugely. In the most
straightforward cases it can all be finalised within a few months.
However, it is not uncommon for it to take a year, or longer in some
cases. There are various costs involved, including paying for a funeral,
court fees associated with obtaining a Grant of Probate, legal fees and
liabilities such as Inheritance Tax etc.
Administering a loved one’s estate can be an overwhelming task, often
during an emotional and difficult time. Our expert team is here to help
you with any issues you may have, offering practical legal advice and
support along the way.
Please contact partner and solicitor Jane Healey today on 01373 485485
or janehealey@fsmsolicitors.co.uk or visit fsmsolicitors.co.uk for more
information.
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NIGEL K
CHARLTON
DELIVERIES OF
ORNAMENTAL
SHINGLES AND
GRAVELS
ALSO SAND AND
AGGREGATES
PLEASE RING
01373 471505
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GARY HOLT’S
Painting, Decorating
and Plastering Services
Interior—Exterior
Domestic—Commercial
Dry lining—Plastering
Artex Ceilings
Plastered
Over 20 years
experience
Fully insured
Clean, tidy work
Free quotes
01373 814642
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